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  Ray sent a text an hour before start time, advising everyone that he had sufficient rest after his Saturday 
evening charity event and would be on the tee box at the appointed hour, ready to team with Pete against Phil and 
Matt.  Phil was straight but short and Matt was deep into the woods, the opponents both going to the left of the 
fairway with good angles for their approaches.  Phil did his best to carry the team but could not save a par, and when 
both Pete and Ray landed their shots on the green and had birdie putts, the hole was over.  Good tee shots on 
eleven, Pete straight but short followed by Ray who went past the pin but on the green.  Matt was a bit closer and 
Phil the best, ten feet under the hole.  Ray hit a good birdie putt and left himself three feet for par, followed by Matt 
who was bolder and went past the cup by six feet.  Phil just missed his birdie as well, leaving himself a tap in, and 
pars halved the hole.  Matt was long on the right side of twelve, Ray down the middle and the other two in trouble off 
the tee box.  Ray came in low but held the green while Matt bounced his approach onto the putting surface.  Ray 
putted to about three feet, a sliding downhill putt that he stroked confidently into the cup, halving the hole when Matt 
missed his birdie putt a few inches to the right.  Pete hit the road on thirteen and bounced forward to the elbow of the 
fairway, Ray was in the fairway and Matt was in the bunker on the right.  Ray and Matt went right with their second 
shots, Pete to the left.  Pete left himself a downhill putt for par that he could not convert, Matt hit a poor chip and 
could not save his par, but Ray drained a ten-foot putt up the slope for his four to win the hole.  Phil was in trouble off 
the fourteenth tee but came back very well to be in position for a net par, followed by Matt who was on the back of 
the green in regulation, Pete a good recovery as well from the hazard and off the back edge in four and Ray on the 
green in regulation.  Nobody could convert, Phil tapped in for a net par which tied his partner and Ray.  Fifteen was 
well played….Pete bouncing in from the left, Ray with a high shot that rolled past the pin, Phil with a near “classic” 
that rolled onto the green and Matt hitting the green to the right of the pin.  The hole was surrounded but nobody 
could make lengthy birdie putts, so the hole was halved.  The match was closed out before the sixteenth green after 
Phil found trouble and Matt went out of bounds, leaving Ray and Pete to complete routine pars to win the hole and 
the match, setting up a press. 
 Matt and Pete were down the right side of seventeen, Ray in the middle and Phil in good position as well.  All 
hit good second shots toward the green, Ray the best as his approach rolled through the green and off the back end.  
Phil hit a good chip as did Pete, Ray rolled a very long chip short but none of the players could salvage a par and 
bogeys tied the hole.  Ray avoided the left side on eighteen as everyone was down the right side from the tee.  Phil 
and Matt hit good approach shots to fifteen feet to the right, but they would not be nearly good enough after Pete hit 
his approach high and stiff to the pin, about a foot away from the cup.  Phil and Matt hit good birdie putts, knowing 
they would need to convert just to tie the press, but both narrowly missed.  So after Pete cleaned up with a short 
birdie putt, Ray and Pete added another point as they won the press. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 


